Crystal Kay, ?????
What to do? What to do?
winding road
Left or right? Right or left?
won't be long
wake up
train
?
...

Don't you worry
one step for tomorrow
alright!
What to do? What to do?
winding road

trick

?

Is gon' be so right
two steps for tomorrow
alright!
Left or right? Right or left?
won't be long

sunny side up

Don't you worry
one step for tomorrow
alright!
two steps for tomorrow

alright!
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}
== Romaji ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
What to do? What to do?
kono saki ni tsudzuiteruwinding road
Left or right? Right or left?
dono michi o erandarawon't be long
nemurezu ni wake up hareta mabuta to
mata hitotsu todokanai omoi
man'in no train fuan to kib
docchi o nosete hashiru no?
kondo koso negattemo
mitsukatta y de mitsukan nai...
kuri kaesu setsunasa ni
fuan tsunotteku kedo
koboreru namida itsu no ma ni hora
hajimari ni kawatteru hazu yo
mawarimichi demo aruiteikeba
ikisaki wa s jiyjizai
Don't you worry
ima one step for tomorrow
susundeiru kara alright!
What to do? What to do?
kono saki ni tsudzuiteruwinding road
tameiki iro no machi no keshiki wo
kagayaki ni kaeru tame ni wa
tokubetsu na trick nante nai kamo
yki o dashitemiru dake
dse muri hajime kara
akirameteta koto dono kurai?
utagatteiru yori mo
jibun no koto shinjite
koboreta namida itsu datte hora
negai no kazu o utsushiteru no
tmawari demo tadoritsukeru wa
ikisaki wa m jibun shidai
Is gon' be so right
mata two steps for tomorrow
chikadzuiteru karaalright!
Left or right? Right or left?
dono michi wo erandarawon't be long
nee sukoshi mune hatte
yoku naru h ni kangaetara
kumoma kara taiy ga
mietekita nosunny side up
koboreru namida itsu no ma ni hora
hajimari ni kawatteru hazu yo
mawarimichi demo aruiteikeba
ikisaki wa s jiyjizai
koboreta namida itsu datte hora
negai no kazu wo utsushiteru no
tmawari demo tadoritsukeru wa

ikisaki wa m jibun shidai
Don't you worry
ima one step for tomorrow
susundeiru karaalright!
mata two steps for tomorrow
chikadzuiteru karaalright!
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
== Translation ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
What to do? What to do?
The winding road continues on this point.
Left or right? Right or left?
Which way should I choose? It won't be long
Wake up and spread your eyelids without sleeping
Thighs together. Don't reach your thoughts
A crowded train. Suspense &amp; hope
First, which one's gonna be imposing?
This time you're wishing
The discovered won't be discovered
But your increasing appetite will repeat in suspense
Look out when you're in space spilling tears
It should be changing in the beginning
But if you're walking in the detour
Freely in destinations like that
Don't you worry
'cause you're now improving one step for tomorrow
alright!
What to do? What to do?
The winding road continues on this point.
You're probably sighing to return to the radiance of the landscape scene.
You're not showing a special trick to see courage.
In what unclear way did I abandon to meet the impossible?
I too believe I'm suspecting it myself.
Look out when you're spilling tears even though you wished the amount would reflect
Although destination itself is already dependent, you're still struggling onto the detour.
Is gon' be so right
'Cause you're approaching two steps for tomorrow again
alright!
Left or right? Right or left?
Which way should I choose? It won't be long
Hey, when you consider in the way you're stretching your little chest often
From the rift between clouds, the sun can be seen at the sunny side up north
Hey, if you had thought on the way you stick out your little chest,
in the sunny side, the sun can be seen from rift of the clouds up north
Look out when you're in space spilling tears
It should be changing in the beginning
But if you're walking in the detour
Freely in destinations like that
Look out when you're spilling tears even though you wished the amount would reflect
Although destination itself is already dependent, you're still struggling onto the detour.
Don't you worry

'cause you're now improving one step for tomorrow
alright!
'Cause you're approaching two steps for tomorrow again
alright!
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